Mrs. W.‛s Newsletter

September
LOOK WHAT WE‛RE LEARNING

Bring your favorite teddy to school on Wednesday and Thursday! We will celebrate “Teddy
Bear Day” with fun activities and learn teddy
bears come in many colors and sizes. The children will “Pudding” paint Corduroy bear and glue
on his green pants.
As we sing our teddy bear song, the children
will be introduced to teddy bear body parts.

Monday, Sept. 17
&
Tuesday, Sept. 18
STORY: “Corduroy” by Don
Freeman
PROJECT: “Corduroy Bear”

Chocolate pudding paint bear cutout and
glue on green pants

LEARNING TIME: “Potato
Head” Put together potato head body
parts

MOTOR: “Bear Body Parts”
Move to music as we learn body parts
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MY TEDDY BEAR
My teddy bear has two eyes,
two eyes, two eyes.
My teddy bear has two eyes.
I love my teddy bear
one nose
two ears
two arms
two legs
four paws

Wednesday, Sept. 19
&
Thursday, Sept. 20
STORY: “Where, Oh Where Is
Huggle Buggle Bear? by Katherine Sully
PROJECT: “Sleepy Bear” Use

stampers to decorate sleepy bear‛s
bed

LEARNING TIME: “Bear
Colors” Help children glue pom
poms colors
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MOTOR: “Teddy Bear Song”
Each child will use his/her teddy
bear to move to music
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Your child is invited to
bring in his or her special teddy bear or stuffed
animal to preschool on
Wednesday and Thursday.
Please label your child’s
name on his or her teddy
bear. Weather permitting,
we hope to go out to take
a group photo with our
teddy bears.

The star shape was introduced as we
sang, “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star”
and painted a shiny star.
We thanked God for twinkling stars
and the moon that shines bright at
night.
A few of our little ones spent time
rolling and squeezing yellow playdough
to make big and little stars. We will
often play with playdough to help
strengthen the muscles in our hands
along with learning to put puzzles
pieces together.
.

